
Our company is hiring for an account rep. Thank you in advance for taking a look
at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your
resume.

Responsibilities for account rep

Properly documents all communication and follow up that is necessary to
collect reimbursement
Candidate must have the ability to utilize the internet to research and access
various websites for patient benefits verification and follow up with insurance
carriers and physician offices to ensure that all requirements are met
Implement programs, plans, and policies as outlined by leadership
Perform hands-on product demonstrations and training to customers with
regards to paint protection film installation
Process and record commercial customer inquiries by receiving customer
requests, providing acknowledgement to the customer, determining and
creating customer request for service or inquiry, locating and updating
existing documentation and creating spares quotes generated by direct
emails or by customers
Implements vendor (air, rental car, hotel, ) agreements and monitors
compliance with reporting, tracking data, knowledge on
opportunities/challenges with performances of goals
Is primary contact and works with internal AMEX GBT resources for all
countries in maintaining full global compliance with reporting, site set-up,
vendor programs, with the UK, Canada
Meets annual territory goals, quarterly market plans and quota management
Hunter Mentality with the ability to cultivate new logo fiber and coax
opportunities
Understands or has the ability to learn Government and Education
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Qualifications for account rep

May require periods of sitting, standing and the ability to walk to various
locations throughout the Foundation to attend meetings
3 to 5 years of Customer Service Call Center experience preferred
Flexibility to work a Monday – Friday schedule
Requires the ability to move around the store to assist Customers and
maneuver merchandise when necessary
Ability to take technology benefits and simplify them to show the real world
value proposition
Passion for music, headphones, sports, and the portable audio category


